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Site analysis shows the researchesof the site and related presidence during the early half of semester, and the early 
stage solution is the direct take on the issues discovered. 
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Mapping the geotags of Images
By going to google image/ google earth/ Sightsmap, a map 
dedicated to the number and location of images taken in rosslyn 
area. 
Red - 10 images at the same location
Yellow - 1 image at the location

Ways to Die getting to Waterfront
Illustration of possible ways to die on the journey from downtown Rosslyn to 
the waterfront, representing the difficulty for people to get down to water. 

City without Ground
As a city, Hong Kong doesn’t have it easy; impos-
sibly dense and smothered by unsympathetic hilly 
terrain, the gymnastics that it performs to survive 
has lead to the growth of unique urban spaces. 
The city’s love affair with segregated pedestrian 
routes started in the 1960’s, when the Hong Kong 
Land Company built an aerial walkway to con-
nect one of its luxury hotels to the second floor of 
a shopping mall. The resulting influx of well-heeled 
tourists meant that higher rent could be charged 
on the second floor shops, so naturally they began 
to do this on whatever project they could. This also 
inspired the government to build walkways stem-
ming from public transit hubs into the city, meaning 
it could easily separate the movement of vehicular 
traffic from pedestrians. Since, the network has con-
tinuously grown incrementally, as needed, by both 
the government and business owners. 

Ponte Vecchio/ Corridoio Vasariano
When the Medici moved from Palazzo Vecchio to Palazzo Pitti, 
they decided they needed a connecting route from the Uffizi to 
the Palazzo Pitti on the other side of the Arno that would enable 
them to keep out of contact with the people they ruled. The 
result was the Corridoio Vasariano, built in 1565 by Giorgio Vasari 
and which runs above the little goldsmiths’ shops on the Ponte 
Vecchio.

There have been shops on Ponte Vecchio since the 13th cen-
tury. Initially, there were all types of shops, including butchers 
and fishmongers and, later, tanners, whose “industrial waste” 
caused a pretty rank stench in the area. In 1593, Ferdinand I 
decreed that only goldsmiths and jewellers be allowed to have 
their shops on the bridge in order to improve the well-being of 
all, including their own as they walked over the bridge.

Site Analysis

Early Stage Solutions

heavily vegitated area
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Inspired my Ponte Vecchio, pedestrian bridges with modulers that people could add or change programs, connecting 
Rosslyn and the waterfront. The prefabricated bridges breaks the barrier between downtown and water created by 
Lee Highway and GW Parkway, leaving the smallest carbon footprint. The beach formed by groyne wall and harbor 
creates a new destination for people.
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Modules within Modules
2 ft x 8 ft stadard lightweight panels stored at storing 
area that could be used for constructing temperary 
walls and roofs creating new commercial and event 
spaces through out the bridge

Prefabricated Modules
24 ft x 8 ft x 8 1/2 ft  Steel framing moduler system
has built-in power line and lights 
fitswith standard shipping

Simple Construction
Columns - girders - Beams - Modules

Groyne Wall / Harbor
100 into the water, the groyne wall functions as a harbor, providing docking 
for food boats and water taxi, as well as the storage for kayaks. 

New Crossing Bridge
A new crossing bridge with water features is constructed for both Mont Ver-
non Trail and storm water run-off

Arlinton Beach
Based on the sedimentat collected by the groyne wall, and a layer of fine 
sand, Arlington Beach provides area for water-friendly activities. And the 
beach will keep growing as time goes by

Lawn / Park
By getting rid of some trees on the slope, a new grass area is created for 
resting and outdoor activities, enclosed by trees against the parkway and 
the off-ramp

Path
As an extension of part of the Mont Vernon Tarail, a path connects the park 
area and the bridge leading to rosslyn

Folding railing 
/ Shutter

Standard Panel

Module Skeleton
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By changing the route of Mont Vernon Trail, a new crossing bridge carries filtered storm water through GW parkway, 
creating water features at the end. Storm water bio-filter along the trail cleans the water coming from major storm 
water pipeline. An urban lawn for outdoor activities formed on the off-ramp slope by getting rid of the existing trees, 
enclosed by trees next to the roads.
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Mont Vernon Trail
Redirected Mont Vernon Trail 
running through the bridge
with a couple of look out points
people could rest while enjoy-
ing the view

Pre-Fab Structure
For maximum efficiancy, prefabri-
cated structural elements is used in 
the project

Water Way
Filtered Storm water runs through the 
prefabricated channel, forms a water 
fall at the end of the bridge

Playground
A sandy playground surrounded by a 
thin layer of water

Programs
Elevator for handicapped people
Public Restroom


